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ABSTRACT 

For accurate prediction of urban climate, it is essential to accurately estimate the 

convection heat and evaporation heat on urban surfaces. This paper presents the result 

of a wind-tunnel experiment of the scalar transfer coefficients of streets of urban-like 

block arrays under the several conditions of scalar source size based on the salinity 

method. In addition, evaporation from flat wet surfaces partitioned by dry patches is 

measured in order to clarify the oasis effect. The results suggest the partitioning effect 

of dry patches enhances scalar transfer efficiency as compared to the turbulent mixing 

effect of the urban roughness. Additionally, similar depth of the boundary layer of 

both scalar and momentum was observed for not only smooth wet surface but also a 

block array. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past century, the quality of the urban atmosphere has been considerably 

influenced by the rapid industrialization and urbanization around the globe. In 

contrast to the fact that advanced countries have gradually solved the air problems, 

people in many cities of growing countries still suffer from the air pollution. In 

addition to the air quality, the thermal effect of the urbanization on the atmosphere, 

namely urban heat island (UHI) phenomena, which is characterized as the high 

temperature in an urban area compared with that of the surrounding rural area, has 

recently become a concern especially in countries with hot summer because of the 

heat-related illness and the increase in the energy demand of space cooling. Since 

most of recent-emerging giant metropolises are located in tropical or subtropical 

regions, the detailed estimation of the urbanizing effects on the urban climate is 

strongly needed. To that end, the accurate modeling of the energy balance of urban 

surfaces, in particular the transport phenomena of both the convection heat on a 
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complex urban geometry and the evaporation from small green areas and water 

surfaces scattering in dry urban surfaces, is essential. 

Meanwhile, it has been widely known that the evaporation from small vegetation 

areas surrounded by arid regions is strongly enhanced due to the horizontal advection, 

namely oasis effect in climatology (e.g.; Oke, 1987). Furthermore, Moriwaki et al. 

(2004) pointed out that urban climate models need to estimate accurately the oasis 

effect on evaporation flux from urban vegetation scattering in dry artificial land 

surface. Hagishima et al (2007) revealed the increased transpiration from isolated 

plants and small size of sparse plant community located in a dry flat surface compared 

to a dense plant community with sufficient horizontal size based on a field 

measurement. 

Under these circumstances, one of the purposes of this study is to clarify methodically 

oasis effect on scattered wet areas located in both smooth and urban-like block arrays. 

As for the heat and scalar transfer efficiency of surfaces of urban-like roughness, 

several experimental researches have been conducted. For example, Narita (2007) 

examined the distribution of the convective transfer velocity over both 2-D and 3-D 

street canopies using the water evaporation method. Pascheke et al. (2008) 

investigates the effect of height variability of block array on transfer coefficients 

based on the naphthalene sublimation technique. More recently, Ikegaya et. al. (2012) 

have performed a series of wind-tunnel experiment to estimate scalar transfer 

coefficients of block arrays with various geometry conditions based on a salinity 

method. However, the scalar transfer coefficients experimentally obtained in a scaled 

block array with a limited scalar source size are inevitably subject to each 

experimental condition. Therefore, the second aim of this research is to investigate the 

effects of scalar source size on the scalar transfer efficiency of urban roughness, and 

we measure evaporation flux over three conditions of streamwise length of wet street 

surfaces immersed in three types of simplified urban like surface, i. e. regular block 

arrays, wet smooth surface with consists of staggered arranged dry squire patches, and 

fully wet smooth surface based on a salinity and water evaporation method. In 

addition, we investigate the structure of scalar boundary layer develops over these 

street surfaces by measuring the vertical profile of the scalar concentration within the 

fully developed momentum and scalar boundary layer. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.1 Wind-Tunnel Device and Scalar Source Size 

The experiment was done in a room with air-conditioners under the condition of 

stable temperature and humidity shown in Fig. 1(a). 

The test section includes a square-shaped target area of 28.8L×28.8L between lines 

BBʹ and AAʹ for measurement of the evaporation flux. In contrast, a streamwise 

length of fetch section between lines EEʹ and BBʹ is 130 times of a size of block 

height (25mm, Hereafter ‘L’). In this section, the geometry of the street surfaces were 

designed to be same with that of a target area for the continuous development of the 
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momentum boundary layer. In addition, we designed three different scalar source 

allocation conditions in this fetch section for each case, as illustrated in Figs. 1(b)–

1(d). One of these conditions, the minimum scalar source area, was identical to that 

used by Ikegaya et al. (2012); in this case, the streamwise whole scalar source length 

(hereafter, ‘ls’) was 28.8L, and the upwind region of the test section comprised only 

dry surfaces. Another condition was related to the maximum scalar source area with ls 

of 136.8L, in which the area of 108L × 36L between lines BBʹ and DDʹ was covered 

by a smooth or rough surface with the same scalar and momentum conditions of the 

test section. The final condition corresponds to a medium condition between the 

previous two, with the scalar source length ls of 64.8L. The extended scalar source 

area in the upwind region was simulated using wet filter papers of 1 mm thickness. 

 
Figure 1. Schematics of the arrangement of measurement target surfaces in a wind 

tunnel, indicating (a) the whole area of the wind tunnel, including fetch areas with 

extended scalar source area of (b) ls = 28.8L and ws = 28.8L, (c) ls = 64.8L and ws = 

36L and (d) ls = 136.8L and ws = 36L (ls and ws denotes streamwise length and 

spanwise width of the whole scalar source area, respectively). (e) measurement 

locations of the absolute humidity profile 

 

Figure 2. Street units used for the measurement of evaporation flux, indicating (a) 

cube array ST1 installed in a water tank for the salinity method, (b) cube array ST1 

installed in the fetch area as an extended scalar source, (c) a wet smooth surface with 

dry patches M-ST0, and (d) Smooth 
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2.2 Configuration of the arrangement  

Three types of surfaces were used for the estimation of the scalar transfer coefficients 

and profiles of absolute humidity: ST1, M-ST0, and Smooth as shown in Fig. 2. ‘ST1’ 

refers to uniform staggered cube arrays with a size of L for three different conditions 

with ratios of block plan area to total floor area (hereafter ‘λp-block’) of 7.7%, 17.4% 

and 30.9%, respectively. ‘M-ST0’ is a wet smooth surface with a staggered 

arrangement of dry square areas with a size of L × L. The square patches were made 

with plastic plates of 1mm and kept fully dry. The levels of the surface of the wet 

filter papers and dry plastic plates were carefully arranged to be completely flat 

surface with no gap. Thus, we can assume the surface to be a smooth wall from the 

viewpoint of momentum transfer. We measured the evaporation flux of M-ST0 under 

three ratios of the dry plan area to the total floor area (hereafter, ‘λp-patch’): 7.7%, 

17.4%, and 30.9%. The values of λp-patch are equivalent to those of λp-block for ST1. In 

addition to these rough and smooth surfaces, the measurement of ‘Smooth’ for a fully 

wet smooth surface with no obstacles and no dry patches was conducted for reference. 

In summary, we adopted a total of seven cases for measurement, including three types 

for ST1 and M-ST0 and one fully wet smooth wall for Smooth. 

 

2.3 Definition and Measurement Methods 

The scalar transfer coefficient CE is expressed by equation(1), based on measurement 

of the evaporation flux E [kg/m
2
s], 

 

 (1) 

 

Here ρair is the density of air [kg/m
3
], Uref is the reference wind speed at a height of 

20L above the leeward edge of the test section [m/s], and Xref and Xsurf are the absolute 

humidity of the reference height and surface [kg/kg’], respectively. The absolute 

humidity of the air above the target area was measured at the center of the line B-Bʹ 

(See Fig. 2(a)) using hygrometers (Sensirion, SHT75) with a size of 3.7×13.5×3.1 

mm and an accuracy of ±1.8% RH. The wind speed was maintained at approximately 

1.9–2 m/s for all the measurements, and the Reynolds number based on the reference 

velocity and the block height was about 3300. 

To measure the evaoiration flux, two methods were used, namely the ‘salinity method’ 

used by Ikegaya et al. (2012) for both ST1 and Smooth, and the ‘water evaporation 

method’ used by Narita (2007) for M-ST0. 

In the salinity method, a tank filled with salt water with a 28.8L square base and 2L 

depth was embedded in the test section, and cube array ST1 was installed in a water 

tank as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The amount of evaporation from the salt water surface 

was calculated based on the measured increase in salinity over 2 hours under constant 

flow conditions. In the water evaporation method, wet filter papers glued on flat 
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plastic plates were installed on the test section of the wind-tunnel floor, and the 

evaporation flux was directly calculated from the difference of the mass of the wet 

filter papers before and after a 2 hours time period (involving exposure to the air 

flow). 

In addition, the vertical profiles of absolute humidity for two cases of ST1 and M-ST0 

with λp-block/patch of 17.4 % and Smooth were measured under the conditions of the 

maximum scalar source area (ls = 136.8L). To estimate the spatially representative 

profiles, measurement was done at four positions in a street unit located at the center 

of a test section (shown as point F in Fig.1 (a)) at heights from 1.1L for ST1 and 0.1L 

for both M-ST1 and Smooth up to 20L with an interval of 0.1L by using a traverse 

system. The sampling frequency and period were 10Hz and 50s, and hence, the total 

measurement duration for 4 profiles was around 4 hours. 

Since the absolute humidity of the air inside the wind tunnel is affected by the 

time-series variation of background room air during the measurement time period, we 

use values of absolute humidity normalized by the values simultaneously measured at 

the reference height and the surface (𝑋(𝑧) − 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑓)/(𝑋𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑓). For cases of ST1 

and M-ST0, the measurement of absolute humidity profiles was done twice, and the 

average of the normalized absolute humidity of four positions in a lot area and two 

times measurement is used for the following analysis, and the deviation is less than 

2.7%. 

 

3. RESULTS  

3.1 Relationship between Scalar Transfer Coefficient and Scalar Source Size 

Figure 3 shows the estimated values of CE of flat surface with dry patches M-ST0 for 

3 different conditions of area ratios of dry patches λp-patch under the different length of 

the whole scalar source area characterized by ls. The plots at a condition of λp-patch = 0 

refer to values for Smooth. 

The values of CE decrease with the increase of the whole scalar source size ls, and the 

different of CE between ls = 28.8L and ls = 64.8L is much larger than that between ls = 

64.8L and ls = 136.8L. It is consent with our knowledge that scalar boundary layer 

over a wall develops rapidly near a leading edge, and the rate of the development 

gradually attenuates. 

In addition, since the increase of λp-patch causes the destruction of the continuous 

development of the scalar boundary layer, the values of CE of M-ST0 for all the three 

cases with different conditions of ls show a monotonic increase with the increase of 

λp-patch, as we expected. Further, the values of CE for M-ST0 are larger than those of 

Smooth, and in particular, the trend is obvious under the high λp-patch condition. As an 

area ratio of dry patches becomes lager, leading edge effect becomes more 

pronounced, resulting in the increase in CE. Such a tendency implies that the 

evaporation from small wet surfaces scattered in an urban area, such as green parks, 

rivers, ponds, or water-retentive pavements, are strongly enhanced in a similar manner 

of the well-known oasis effect. 
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Figure 3. Scalar transfer coefficient CEs for M-ST0 and Smooth against dry plan 

area ratio λp-patch. 

 

 

Figure 4. Scalar transfer coefficient CEs for ST1 against block plan area ratio λp-block. 

 

Figure 4 shows estimated values of CE for the block array (case ST1) for 3 different 

conditions of whole scalar source length ls. The data for ST1 with the minimum scalar 

source area (ls = 28.8L) obtained in Ikegaya et al. (2012), and those for M-ST0 and 

Smooth with the maximum scalar source area (ls = 136.8L) are also included for a 

reference.  

The values of CE for whole scalar source area ls of both 64.8L and 136.8L show a 

maximum value at the condition of λp-block = 17.4% similar to the case of ls = 28.8L. 

This tendency clearly indicates that the dry air above the block is efficiently accepted 

inside the canyon at the front of the block at λp-block = 17.4%. 

The scalar transfer efficiency depends on not only the scattered wet areas but also the 

aerodynamic effect of the blocks. Comparing the difference of CE between ST1 and 

M-ST0 under the same condition of ls = 136.8L, we can see the large difference for 

λp-block/patch = 30.9% compared to those for λp-block/patch = 7.7%. It implies that the 
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aerodynamic effect of the blocks, which reduces horizontal advection, is stronger than 

the partitioning effect of dry patches at the high λp-block/patch condition. 

Furthermore, scrutinizing the data of ST1 between a basic scalar source size 

conditions of ls = 28.8L and the extended scalar source conditions of ls = 64.8L and 

136.8L, it is apparent that a slight difference in CE occurs between λp-block = 7.7% and 

30.9%. That is, CE for λp-block = 30.9% is larger than that for λp = 7.7% under ls = 64.8L 

and 136.8L. In contrast, the data for ls = 28.8L demonstrate the opposite trend. This 

implies that, at least to some extent, the relationship between CE and the block density 

is affected by the condition of the whole scalar area. Thus, the applicability of 

experimental data under a limited scalar length condition to a real urban scale must be 

carefully examined. 

 

3.2 Vertical Distribution of the Absolute Humidity 

Figure 5 shows the vertical profiles of the absolute humidity over ST1, M-ST0 and 

Smooth under the condition of the maximum scalar source size ls = 136.8L and 

λp-block/patch = 17.4%. The error bar indicates the standard deviations of four positions 

in a unit and two times measurement for ST1 and M-ST0. In addition, the vertical 

profiles of skewness uʹ
3
/𝜎𝑢

3
 over surface with same conditions of surface geometry, 

and the streamwise length shown in Hagishima et. al (2009) are included in Fig. 5(a) 

for a reference. Although the velocity of Hagishima et. al (2009) was measured in a 

different wind tunnel, the negative peaks of the profiles of skewness shown in Fig. 

5(a) are supposed to be approximate estimation of the thickness of the velocity 

boundary layer. 

As shown in the graphs, the skewness of the velocity above the height of the negative 

peaks gradually regresses to the uniform state of the original inflow condition of the 

wind tunnel at a height of around 7.5L for ST1 and 2.5L for a smooth surface, and we 

can interpret these values as the height of momentum boundary layer. In short, the 

velocity boundary layer height for ST1 is much deeper than that of a smooth surface 

due to strong turbulence generated by the roughness. 

Similarly, the height of scalar boundary layer for ST1 is deeper than other two 

surfaces of M-ST0 and Smooth as can be seen from the fact that the heights where 

normalized absolute humidity reaches to 1% are around 10L for ST1 and 5L for 

M-ST0 and Smooth, respectively. It would be caused by the fact that the similarity of 

the turbulent transport between momentum and scalar over the surfaces exists, and the 

moist air is transported as a passive scalar. 

In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 5(b), the scalar profiles show logarithmic trends in 

middle region of the boundary layer (approximately z = 1L to 10L for ST1, and 0.2L 

to 2L for M-ST0 and Smooth). Furthermore, comparing the data of two flat surfaces 

M-ST0 and Smooth, the normalized values of absolute humidity for M-ST1 are higher 

than those for the fully wet smooth surface near the surface region below a height of 

around 3L, because of the partitioning effect of dry patches; however, the dry patches 

have little influence on the development of the scalar boundary layer. 
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To discuss more precisely the effect of the streamwise scalar source size on the 

similarity of the profiles of scalar concentration, the further improvement of the 

accuracy, spatial resolution and the spatial representativeness would be necessary. 

 

 

Figure 5. (a) Spatial profiles of the absolute humidity under the condition of 

maximum length of the whole scalar source (ls = 136.8 L) and the condition of 

λp-block/patch = 17.4%. Black triangle, grey diamond, and white square plots refer to ST1, 

M-ST0 and Smooth, respectively. Black and grey lines indicate the velocity profile of 

skewness for ST1 and smooth surface, respectively. (b) Power low index of Fig. 5(a). 

 

CONCLUSION 

The scalar transfer coefficient (CE) of street surfaces of cube arrays (ST1), wet smooth 

surfaces with dry patches (M-ST0), and a fully wet smooth surface (Smooth) were 

measured in a wind tunnel based on the salinity method and water evaporation 

method under different scalar source sizes and different fractions of blocks and dry 

patches. In addition, the vertical profiles over these three surfaces were measured. The 

results show that the evaporation from wet surface partitioned by small dry patches 

are enhanced, and CE of this surface is larger than that of street surface of cube arrays 

under the same condition of plan area ratio of dry parches and blocks. It implies that 

the partitioning effect of evaporation areas from small wet surfaces in an urban area 

(such as the oasis effect) is possible to dominant over the turbulent mixing of the 

urban roughness. 
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